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A Testimony of Jesus Christ - Volume 2 - Anthony Charles Garland - 2007
A Commentary on the Book of Revelation - Volume 2 The author presents a detailed study of the Book of Revelation emphasizing prophetic themes from the rest of the Bible which find their fulfillment in Revelation. To understand this controversial book, the author explores the many connections between the visions seen by the Apostle John and previous prophetic revelation given to Old Testament prophets such as Daniel, Ezekiel, and others. It is the author’s conviction that an understanding of related passages elsewhere in the Bible is the most important key to unlocking the bewildering variety of interpretations which often accompany the study of the last book of the Bible. The commentary can be used in conjunction with a free companion internet course providing an additional 70 hours of audio instruction linked to almost 1,000 slides.

The Testimony of Jesus Is the Spirit of Prophecy - Nannette Dalton - 2017-09-14
Your heart will rejoice as you learn the ways the Holy Spirit draws us to Jesus. Jesus was the fulfillment of many Biblical prophecies, but prophecy is more than historical proof of a Messiah. It is a daily revealing of Jesus to us by the Holy Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit’s function to glorify God and reveal Jesus to us. Jesus said that when the promised Comforter, the Holy Spirit, would come to the Church, He would testify of Jesus. When we come to truth, it is the Holy Spirit who guides us in our search. We can trust God’s Holy Spirit. After we have come to truth, we are to abide in Christ Jesus. Abiding prepares us to be used by the Holy Spirit to testify of our Savior. To have an effective testimony of Jesus, we must let the Holy Spirit school and lead us, so that through our love and obedience, Christ Jesus will be formed in us. The Holy Spirit opens Scripture to us to show us things that are and things that are to come. He is the only One who can do this. When the testimony of Jesus Christ truly lives in us, then we are prepared to preach Him to the whole world with signs following. This book, The Testimony of Jesus Is the Spirit of Prophecy, opens Scripture and reveals Jesus to us in a new way.
Your heart will rejoice as you learn the ways the Holy Spirit draws us to Jesus. Jesus was the fulfillment of many Biblical prophecies, but prophecy is more than historical proof of a Messiah. It is a daily revealing of Jesus to us by the Holy Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit's function to glorify God and reveal Jesus to us. Jesus said that when the promised Comforter, the Holy Spirit, would come to the Church, He would testify of Jesus. When we come to truth, it is the Holy Spirit who guides us in our search. We can trust God's Holy Spirit. After we have come to truth, we are to abide in Christ Jesus. Abiding prepares us to be used by the Holy Spirit to testify of our Savior. To have an effective testimony of Jesus, we must let the Holy Spirit school and lead us, so that through our love and obedience, Christ Jesus will be formed in us. The Holy Spirit opens Scripture to us to show us things that are and things that are to come. He is the only One who can do this. When the testimony of Jesus Christ truly lives in us, then we are prepared to preach Him to the whole world with signs following. This book, The Testimony of Jesus Is the Spirit of Prophecy, opens Scripture and reveals Jesus to us in a new way.

What does the New Testament teach about the spiritual gift of prophecy? What is it? How does it function? Can evangelical Christians use it in their churches today? This updated, comprehensive work answers such questions and points the way to a renewed understanding of the gift of prophecy--an understanding that suggests how the body of Christ may enjoy one of the Holy Spirit's most edifying gifts without compromising the supremacy of Scripture. "This conservative evangelical scholarly work gives a solid theological basis for further development of a practical theology of spiritual gifts." --John Wimber, Vineyard Christian Fellowship "Careful, thorough, wise, and to my mind, convincing." --J.I. Packer "a fresh, biblically sound, readable contributionits depth of scholarship, pastoral solidity, and cautions against abuses are special strengths. Highly recommended." --Vern S. Poythress, Professor of New Testament Interpretation, Westminster Theological Seminary "If Grudem's convincing thesis could be heard, a new path of dialog could perhaps be opened up in the Christian community. The research, clarity, and typical Grudem candor continue to make this the finest book on the subject to date." --L. Russ Bush, Professor of Philosophy of Religion, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary "thorough, biblical, and practical. It deserves the attention of all who are concerned about the spiritual development of the church today." --Stanley Horton, Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Bible and Theology, Assemblies of God Theological Seminary

David shows all that is in his heart to the LORD God, and accepts the blessing God offers; by submitting and expressing appreciation to God, which is to establish his throne forever! Then went King David in (to the tabernacle, where the Ark was kept?), and sat before the LORD, and he said, who am I, O Lord GOD (that God would take time out from running the
universe to consider me)? And what is my house that thou hast brought me hitherto (or to this place of honor)? And this was yet a small thing in thy sight (or not a difficult thing at all for you to do), O Lord GOD; but thou hast spoken also of thy servant’s house for a great while to come (eternity, in fact, is what the LORD God said!). And is this the manner of man (or is this what God have in store (or the final state) for man?), O Lord GOD? And what can David say more unto thee? for thou, Lord GOD knows thy servant. For thy word’s sake, and according to thine own heart, hast thou done all these great things, to make thy servant know them (these great things). Wherefore thou art great, O LORD God: for there is none like thee, neither is there any God beside thee, according to all that we have (learned and, ) heard with our ears. And what one (or other?) nation in the earth is like thy people, even like Israel, whom God went to redeem for a people to himself, and to make him a name, and to do for you great things and terrible (or awesome things?), for thy land, before thy people, which thou redeemedst to thee from Egypt (or the heathen world), (and) from the (other?) nations and their gods (or false gods and idols!)? For thou hast confirmed to thyself thy people Israel to be a people unto thee forever: and thou, LORD, art become their God (forever?). -2 Samuel 7:18 through 7:24

The Testimony of Jesus is the Spirit of Prophecy: Or, All Pure Prophecy Terminated in the Advent of Christ and the Establishment of Christianity - G L. Stone - 1855
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The Testimony of Jesus - Witness Lee - 2005-12-01
The local church, the church in each locality, is the testimony of Jesus today. The testimony of Jesus is the practical church, not the church ?in the air? or the church to come. A church yet to come cannot show Jesus to people, and a church ?in the heavens? may show Jesus to the angels, but it cannot show Jesus to people on the earth. Therefore, we need to consider whether we truly bear the image of Jesus. If we show someone an unclear picture of a person, it will not be a proper testimony of him with his image and appearance. We may see something in the picture, but it will not be the person we claim to show. The church in our locality must bear the image, expression, appearance, and virtues of Christ.
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The King Is Coming - Louise A. Fugate - 2016-04-07
In The King Is Coming, Louise continues her personal study of God's plan to bring redemption and eternal life to humanity through the Jewish nation. Join her as she guides you on a journey from the time of King David's death up to eternity. Along the way, you will meet the prophets and see why the Northern and Southern Kingdoms plunged into Assyrian and Babylonian captivity. Spend time with Jesus the promised King and find out how He fulfilled the Law and the prophets through His birth, death, and resurrection. Learn about: The Messianic prophecies How Jesus Christ the Cornerstone united the Jews and the Gentiles in a New Covenant of Grace How Jesus fulfilled the Law and the prophets The Return of King Jesus For further study, questions have been included at the end of each chapter.

The Testimony of God - Watchman Nee - 1979-04-09
In this volume Watchman Nee explains the "testimony" of God as to what it is, how it comes to us, and what our responsibility is towards it. Secondly, he exhorts us to be faithful to the testimony which has been committed to us.

The Testimony of God to Christianity - Peter Bayne - 1862

The Light of the World - Patrick K. Canon - 2010-06-11
This was written in 2006 during a time of tremendous pain and suffering in the author's life. At that time, there was no intention of having it published. The author wrote it because he believed he was compelled by God to document the events he witnessed when he lost his marriage and was saved from his sins by Jesus Christ on June 4, 2005. In case of his unexpected death, he wanted people to know about his eyewitness testimony of the miracle God worked in his life, and in hope that people would believe that Jesus Christ really was and still is the Son of God. Jesus loves you so much that He gave His life to save you from your sins. He is risen, and He will live and reign forever and ever. God wants you to be in Heaven. Please believe in His Son, and you will receive the gift of salvation that only Jesus Christ can give you. May the peace of God be with you.

The Oxford Handbook of Christology - Francesca Aran Murphy - 2015
The Oxford Handbook of Christology brings together 40 authoritative essays considering the theological study of the nature and role of Jesus Christ. This collection offers dynamic perspectives within the study of Christology and
provides rigorous discussion of inter-confessional theology, which would not have been possible even 60 years ago. The first of the seven parts considers Jesus Christ in the Bible. Rather than focusing solely on the New Testament, this section begins with discussion of the modes of God’s self-communication to us and suggests that Christ’s most original incarnation is in the language of the Hebrew Bible. The second section considers Patristics Christology. These essays explore the formation of the doctrines of the person of Christ and the atonement between the First Council of Nicaea in 325 and the eve of the Second Council of Nicaea. The next section looks at Medieval theology and tackles the development of the understanding of who Christ was and of his atoning work. The section on “Reformation and Christology” traces the path of the Reformation from Luther to Bultmann. The fifth section tackles the new developments in thinking about Christ which have emerged in the modern and the postmodern eras, and the sixth section explains how beliefs about Jesus have affected music, poetry, and the arts. The final part concludes by locating Christology within systematic theology, asking how it relates to Christian belief as a whole. This comprehensive volume provides an invaluable resource and reference for scholars, students, and general readers interested in the study of Christology.
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The testimony of Jesus [Bible passages ed.] by C. Timins - Charles Timins - 1862

Jesus and the Eyewitnesses - Richard Bauckham - 2008-09-22
'Jesus and the Eyewitness' argues that the four Gospels are closely based on the eyewitness testimony of those who knew Jesus. The author challenges the assumption that the accounts of Jesus circulated as 'anonymous community traditions', asserting instead that they were transmitted in the name of the original eyewitnesses. To drive home this controversial point, Bauckham draws on internal literary evidence, the use of personal names in first-century Jewish Palestine, and recent developments in the understanding of oral tradition. Jesus and the Eyewitnesses also taps into the rich resources of modern study of memory, especially in cognitive psychology, refuting the conclusions of the form critics and calling New Testament scholarship to make a clean break with this long-dominant tradition. Finally, Bauckham challenges readers to end the classic division between the 'historical Jesus' and the 'Christ of faith', proposing instead the 'Jesus of testimony' as presented by the Gospels. Sure to ignite heated debate on the precise character of the testimony about Jesus, Jesus and the Eyewitnesses is a groundbreaking work that will be valued by scholars, students, and all who seek to understand the origins of the Gospels.
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**The Testimony of Jesus, a selection from the sermons of W.A. Cornwall, ed. by A.H.H. Palmer** - William Augustus Cornwall - 1880
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**The Testimony of Jesus** - Timothy Sng - 2019-11-14

"The Testimony of Jesus" is about testimonies encountered in my life as a Christian. Revelation 19:10 declares that "The Testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy." Thus, when testimonies are shared from one believer's heart, it releases the spirit of prophecy to activate and inspire the hearer with the prophetic word that Jesus can work miracles for you too, today. Dr Timothy Sng shares his life experiences in personal testimonies, spread over nearly four decades, from amazing cases of healing and awakening from coma, to miraculous personal escape from near death and potentially fatal accidents, to vivid dreams where the LORD was present, glorifying God in over 100 fascinating stories. He believes fervently that these amazing miracles are the privilege and right of every child of God, as Jesus said in John 14:12, that "you will do greater things" than He did. The timeliness, specificity and coincidental occurrence of many of these incidents all point a Living God, as "all things are possible with God." Be edified and inspired as you read, and you will begin to work miracles in your life, because ultimately, Jesus is the key, and center of it all.

**Prophecy Past and Present** - Clifford Hill - 1989

**Prophecy Past and Present** - Clifford Hill - 1989

**A Shadow of Good Things to Come** - Louise A. Fugate - 2014-10-20

An excellent book for anyone who is seeking to know more about the living God. The first book in a two-part series, A Shadow of Good Things to Come, is a colorful book of Jewish history, dating from the time of creation with the Ancient of Days to king David. You will learn that God had a plan to save mankind, and He implemented that plan through the Jewish nation. Told in Bible-story form, you will find answers to many questions you may have about the Bible and man's relationship with God, questions such as: - Who is the true living God? - What is the purpose of man? - What promises did God give Abraham and his descendants through Isaac? - Why and how did God choose the nation of Israel to be His people? - Why and how did God set up the law and sacrificial system? - Why is Jesus called the Son of David? "Deeper Insight" study questions are provided at the end of each chapter. "I always wondered why a loving God would bring so much death and annihilation to people in the Old Testament. Now I understand. Sin was rampant, and evil men threatened the very existence of the future seed of
Abraham, through whom Christ, the Savior of mankind, would come. This is a wonderful Bible-based, simply-stated study that all Christians will enjoy." Frances Henderson "This is a good book for Christians who want to learn, in detail, about the twelve Tribes of Israel and their lineage leading to the birth of Christ. I was amazed to scripturally learn about the division of the land God gave to the Israelites. If you ever had doubts about Jesus, you won't anymore." Trudy Meriedth
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A Testimony of Jesus Christ - Volume 1 - Anthony Charles Garland - 2007
A Commentary on the Book of Revelation - Volume 2 The author presents a detailed study of the Book of Revelation emphasizing prophetic themes from the rest of the Bible which find their fulfillment in Revelation. To understand this controversial book, the author explores the many connections between the visions seen by the Apostle John and previous prophetic revelation given to Old Testament prophets such as Daniel, Ezekiel, and others. It is the author's conviction that an understanding of related passages elsewhere in the Bible is the most important key to unlocking the bewildering variety of interpretations which often accompany the study of the last book of the Bible. The commentary is linked to a free companion internet course providing an additional 70 hours of audio instruction linked to almost 1,000 slides.

The Testimony of Jesus. A Sermon, Etc - Coker ADAMS - 1861
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A Testimony of Jesus - Jimmie Jennings - 2013-12-31

Jesus is not just a man that ministered to multitudes and performed good deeds as a prophet, but he is the Son of God indeed; the very second person of the God head, which is God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. There is much misinformation, lack of information, disrespect, unconcerned, disobedience, disbelief, and myths among even Christians about salvation that has been provided through the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ. A Testimony about Jesus: Messiah, Son of the Living God was written based on years of Bible studies, and seeking the God of creation for truth. The text is provided in a manner to show evidence according to scripture
that Jesus is indeed the Son of God. He was born for the single purpose of
dying for the sin of man.
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**The Testimony of Jesus. I. Prophecies of Messiah, and Their
Fulfilment in Our Lord Jesus Christ. II. Our Lord's Prophecies and
Their Fulfilment. III. Arrangement of Passages of Scripture Attesting
His Divinity. With an Appendix of Notes** - Charles TIMINS - 1862

This is perhaps the most powerful book in recent times about Jesus Christ.
It is a compelling and moving testimony of Christ that must be read by all
Christians. The Testimony of Jesus is an inspired book for all who want to
increase in their knowledge of Christ and to experience the love of God that
is beyond human understanding.
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**Prayer Warriors** - Glenn Langohr - 2019-12-08
Glenn Langohr has "boasted in his weaknesses" since God rescued him from
a prison cell in 2002 and urged him to start writing. Over 77 books
published later, the former drug trafficker is crying out for the pastors in
the US to call for repentance. Using eSword, Glenn measures Scripture with
Scripture to prepare the body of Christ against the prophesied warnings of
Apostasy and the "great falling away" we are currently witnessing. The
author lives by "The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" and
encourages others to "confess" what they are going through on his facebook
pages so they don't feel so alone and turn to drugs, porn or suicide.Glenn's
question to the body of Christ in the US is how are you only prophesying
good when kids are being taught in School and the Media they can choose
to be any sexuality they want? Glenn also explores how Paul's thorn in the
flesh proves that God allows Satan to torment us to keep us from boasting in
anything other than Christ crucified and raised from the dead.

**The Testimony of the Exalted Jesus** - Sarah Underwood Dixon -
2017-05-18
The interpretation of the phrase 'the testimony of Jesus' in the Book of
Revelation has been the centre of much debate, with no clear consensus
regarding its meaning. One of the most important but often neglected issues is whether or not the phrase can be read consistently across each instance of its occurrence. The opening lines of the Apocalypse clearly specify that 'the testimony of Jesus' is a moniker for the book of Revelation itself, indicating that the phrase is an internal self-reference to the book's own message. Nevertheless, most interpreters are reluctant to apply this interpretation to the phrase in other parts of the book, leading to varied and inconsistent interpretations of the phrase. Following the intratextual pattern of the apocalyptic books of Daniel and 1 Enoch we can see that it is entirely possible that 'the testimony of Jesus' is a reference to Revelation's own message, an interpretation which is then supported by Dixon's in-depth study of each of the passages in which the phrase occurs. The exploration of the rhetorical impact of interpreting the phrase in this way shows that 'the testimony of Jesus' is not just another title for John's writing, but is something that is given to and even characterizes those who hear the message of the Apocalypse.
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**Releasing the Spirit of Prophecy** - Bill Johnson - 2014-10-21
Tell your story to everyone and release the power of Jesus! ...For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy (Revelation 19:10). Telling others about the miracles in your life makes God more real to them. As people hear about God's supernatural acts, they start to expect and see the extraordinary happen in their own lives. As you share your miracle stories, you actually release the spirit of prophecy and declare into the atmosphere, “The Jesus Who transformed my circumstance will do the same for you!” In this timely repackaged edition of Release the Power of Jesus, Pastor Bill Johnson shows you how to: Release God’s power wherever you go by simply talking about His miracles Build a supernatural heritage by sharing stories of God’s acts Create an atmosphere of faith and expectancy for the healing power of Jesus Activate everything you have received from God through inheritance Your spiritual birthright is to experience and release the power of Jesus. Share your miracle stories and watch these prophecies of God’s power set your world on fire today!

**The Testimony of Jesus in Relation to the Church** - Stephen Kaung - 2016-06-06
The book of revelation is the last of the sixty-six books of the Bible. As such, it is the concluding word of God and therefore occupies a special position.
Whereas a blessing is attached to its reading, a curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text—thus reflecting how very important is this book of God's word. The content of this present work, which will be two volumes in length, comprises the text of what were two separate series of messages on Revelation spoken by the author in, respectively, the year 2007 and back during the 1950s. After these many years, and inasmuch as we sense the return of the Lord Jesus to be increasingly imminent, we believe that there is a need to make these spoken words available in print in order that many more of God's people may receive the promised blessing. It is our prayer that all who shall read this book will receive God's blessing in their being better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of our blessed Lord Jesus Christ.
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**Testimony for Jesus Christ Is the Messiah** - Seng Chao - 2014-10-10
I, Paul Seng Chao, first desired to be pilot, but God turned me into a drug counselor, then into a pastor. I never went to Bible school. Every day, I depend on God alone.

**Prayer Warriors** - Glenn Langohr - 2020-03-05
The Words We Think & Speak Determine The Way We Live, and faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God. This book measures 1st and 2nd Timothy, with other Scripture to establish what God's Will is for us by faith in His Son Jesus Christ. This book contains powerful and bold prophetic declarations from Paul that are meant to strengthen and ignite your faith. May you take God's word from your heart & Speak them back to God in faith in His Great Name. May God's Love and Blessings be upon you!

**The Testimony of Jesus Christ. [An Address Read at a Meeting of Friends in Philadelphia, 1867.]** - - 1867
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**Prayer Warriors** - Glenn Langohr - 2020-03-29
The Words We Think & Speak Determine The Way We Live, and faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God. This book is a prophetic study on Zechariah to understand end times. Glenn Langohr is hungry to measure Scripture with Scripture to establish what God's Will is for us by faith in His Son Jesus Christ. This book contains doxology prayers at the end of each chapter that are meant to help strengthen and ignite your faith. May you take God's word from your heart & Speak them back to God in faith in His Great Name. May God's Love and Blessings be upon you!
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The Testimony of Christ's Second Appearing. Containing a General Statement of All Things Pertaining to the Faith and Practice of the Church of God in this Latter-day. Published in Union. By Order of the Ministry. [The Preface Signed: David Darrow, John Meacham and Benjamin S. Youngs. Written by B. S. Youngs.] - Benjamin Seth Youngs - 1808

The Testimony of Jesus, the Best Evidence for the Truth of the Gospel. An Act Sermon, Etc - William Smyth Burns - 1861

The Testimony of Jesus Christ - Evan T. Flinn - 1867

Prayer Warriors - Glenn Langohr - 2021-02
THE BOOK OF JUDGES shows us that GOD gives us over to whatever we worship and He allows evil rulers to make us slaves to their policies of evil until we repent. The BOOK OF JUDGES and the entire BIBLE show us this process and in JUDGES GOD shows us a false repentance and a false priest to show us that just using our LORD GOD'S NAME is not enough. We must worship GOD IN SPIRIT AND TRUTH. The Words We Think & Speak Determine The Way We Live, and faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God. This book measures the book of JUDGES with other Scriptures & what Jesus Christ fulfilled as our High Priest and Atonement for our sins by faith. GOD has separated His People who are called by His Name from the false gods which are fallen angels. We proclaim the Word of GOD BOLDLY to tear down every lie. I pray that this book will strengthen and ignite your faith to tell others the gospel of Jesus Christ. May God's Love and Blessings be upon you!
for our sins by faith. GOD has separated His People who are called by His Name from the false gods which are fallen angels. We proclaim the Word of GOD BOLDLY to tear down every lie. I pray that this book will strengthen and ignite your faith to tell others the gospel of Jesus Christ. May God's Love and Blessings be upon you!

The Revelation of the Father - Brooke Foss Westcott - 2013-09
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1884 edition.
Excerpt: 148 The testimony of Jesus the spirit of prophecy. App. i. thy fellow servant, and of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus: worship God: for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. It is as if he would say: There is no such gulf as you picture to yourself between me and thee: there is but one full utterance of God proclaimed in many tones from the foundation of the world. I John iv. He who confesses the Son of Man, Jesus Christ come in the flesh, has grasped all that the powers John xvii. of heaven can bestow: he has attained to that knowledge which is life: he has been admitted to the direct contemplation of the glory of the Lord, and stands among His noblest ministers. The testimony of Jesus, --the witness to that which He is, and to that which He has done, in its eternal significance--is the spirit of prophecy. There is nothing greater than this, nothing beyond this, in the thoughts of the celestial hosts. The men of old time, who were moved by the Holy Spirit, had nothing but this to declare in figure and parable and dark saying. This revelation, this recognition, of the Person of Christ unites all created beings in an equality of adoring love. And the believer in every age is entitled to claim fellowship with angels and prophets and apostles in virtue of the truth to which he bears witness. The words have thus, as I said, a double meaning: the two clauses which they form are convertible. It is true that the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy: that this testiThe spirit of prophecy the testimony of Jesus. 149 mony which is now plainly delivered by the App. U Church is the sum of all that was spoken aforetime in many portions and in many ways. And again it is true that the spirit of prophecy is the.

President Kimball Speaks Out - Spencer W. Kimball - 1981-01-01
The President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints discusses morality, testimony, being a missionary, service to others, profanity, personal journals, tithing, administration to the sick, and planning your life.

President Kimball Speaks Out - Spencer W. Kimball - 1981-01-01
The President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints discusses morality, testimony, being a missionary, service to others, profanity, personal journals, tithing, administration to the sick, and planning your life.

The Testimony of Jesus Christ in Relation to the Jews - Stephen Kaung - 2016-11-16
The book of Revelation is the last of the sixty-six books of the Bible. As such, it is the concluding word of God and therefore occupies a special position. Whereas a blessing is attached to its reading, a curse is pronounced against anyone adding to its text—thus reflecting how very important is this book of God's word. The content of this present work comprises the text of what were two separate series of messages on Revelation spoken by the author in, respectively, the year 2007 and back during the 1950s. After these many years, and inasmuch as we sense the return of the Lord Jesus to be increasingly imminent, we believe that there is a need to make these spoken words available in print in order that many more of God's people may receive the promised blessing. It is our prayer that all who shall read this book will receive God's blessing in their being better prepared for the imminent return to the earth of our blessed Lord Jesus Christ.

Revelation - 1999-01-01
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.